
kinetics
REACTION RATES – FOLLOW THE LAWS!



reactions

 Stoichiometry – what is made and in what relative amounts

 Thermodynamics – energy and spontaneity

 Kinetics – rates and mechanisms



Rate/speed

 Change in concentration of a 

reactant or product over time

 Slope of a line tangent to the curve = 

instantaneous rate

 Function for determining slope at a 

point = a derivative, DIFFERENTIATION



Rate laws (aka differential rate 

laws)

 Answers the question: How does the rate depend on concentration?

 Determined experimentally

 Does NOT follow necessarily from the coefficients in the balanced 
chemical equation

 Three methods for solving problems with Initial Rate data

 Traditional mathematics

 Isolate effects

 Build a new trial

 For AP exam, must communicate all your thinking with clear logic.

 Sequential

 Explicit identification of data used



Integrated Rate laws

 Answers the question: How does the concentration depend on time?

 Determined experimentally

 Does NOT follow necessarily from the coefficients in the balanced 
chemical equation

 Use graphical analysis: Keep it CLR

 Zero order – Concentration on y-axis [A]

 First order – Log on y-axis ln[A]

 Second order – inveRse on y-axis 1/[A]

 For AP exam, must communicate all your thinking with clear logic.

 Sequential

 Explicit identification of data used









Half-life of First order

 Half-life = amount of 

time for half of the 

reactant(s) to 

disappear

 In first order reaction, 

this amount of time is 
constant.

 It does NOT depend 

on the concentration 
of the reactant

 𝑡1/2= 
.693

𝑘



Mechanisms
STEP BY STEP PROPOSALS



Collision Theory

 Model – bonds are broken and made due to 

collisions

 Successful collisions must

Have sufficient force to provide necessary 

energy

Have correct orientation



Orientation



Force

 Small percentage 

of collisions have 

sufficient force

 Percentage 

increases with 

temperature

 Why is that?



Steps
 Have:

 Overall reaction: NO2 (g) + CO (g)  NO (g) + CO2 (g)

 Overall rate law: Rate = k[NO2]
2

 HOW DID IT HAPPEN?  Did you go from CB to Denver via I-70 or 285?

 OR maybe you detoured to Eagle to pick up something from a 

friend and then headed to Denver

 MECHANISM = Steps



Mechanism Intermediates
Chemicals that occur in the process of the 

reaction BUT are not final products because 

the are subsequently consumed, e.g. NO3

NO2  +         NO2    NO3 +        NO

NO3 +         CO  NO2 +        CO2



Elementary steps

NO2  +         NO2    NO3 +        NO

NO3 +         CO  NO2 +        CO2

k1

k2



Criteria for a mechanism 

1) Sum of elementary steps yields correct overall balanced 

equation for the reaction

2) Mechanism must agree with experimentally determined 

rate law



Elementary steps

NO2  +         NO2    NO3 +        NO

NO3 +         CO  NO2 +        CO2

k1

k2

Each step has a rate law – NOT experimentally determined



Elementary steps – Rate laws



Rate-limiting step

 Elementary step with the slowest rate 

determines the overall rate of the reaction, 
like the neck on a funnel

 In NO2 (g) + CO2 (g)  NO (g) + CO2 (g), if

NO2  +  NO2   NO3 + NO     slow and

NO3 + CO    NO2 + CO2     fast

THEN rate law for first step would agree with 
experimentally determined rate law



Elementary steps – Rate laws



Rate Law agreement

 NO2  +  NO2   NO3 + NO

 Bimolecular

 Therefore, Rate = k[NO2]
2 for this step

 Does this agree with the overall, experimentally-

determined rate law?  

 If yes, the second condition for an acceptable reaction 

mechanism has been met



Resource

 https://chem.libretexts.org/Core/Physical_and_Theoretical_Chemistr

y/Kinetics/Rate_Laws/Reaction_Mechanisms/Elementary_Reactions



Reaction progress
ENERGY PATH



 ∆ E = change between reactants and products

 Ea = activation energy



 Thermodynamics 

∆G = ∆H – T∆S

Thermodynamically favored or not

 Kinetics

Rate law

Integrated rate law

Mechanism

Activation energy

Catalyst



Catalysts

 Not a reactant, not consumed in the reaction

 Increase the reaction rate by

 Lowering the activation energy  of an elementary 

step of the reaction mechanism OR

 Forming a new reaction intermediate that provides a 

new, faster reaction mechanism





Catalyst vs. temperature – differing 

methods to increasing collisions



Types of catalysts

 Acid-base catalyst – protonates/deprotonates a 

reactant to create more reactive intermediate 

 Surface catalyst – either new reaction 

intermediate OR increased probability of 

successful collisions

 Enzymes – bio-catalysts, lock-and-key match 

with specific substrate, lowers activation energy 

OR forms new reaction intermediate



Surface catalysis

 Adsorption and activation

 Migration

 Reaction

 Escape of products



Enzyme


